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Swipe™ Cut-End Mop - Narrow Band - Blue - 12&nbsp;oz



The Swipe™ Cut-End Wet Mop is super strong and absorbent with high quality

features without the added cost. It is perfect for cleaning up big messes quickly.

When it comes to cleaning, you need a mop that can keep up with your demands. That's where Swipe™ Cut-End Wet Mops come



in. Made with 4 ply rayon and synthetic blended yarns, these mops are built to last. Plus, there's no need to break them in - they're

ready to use right out of the box.

But durability is just the beginning. With its cut-end style, the Swipe™ mop is also highly absorbent with mid retention, making it

perfect for general cleaning tasks in any environment - including busy restaurant settings. Avoid cross-contamination with this

colour-coded mop. Its narrow headband is made of heavy duty poly coated mesh. It makes it a perfect match for the STEP-N-GO

or the SNAP-2-GO Wet Mop Handle.

Product Features

Cut-end style and highly absorbent

4 ply rayon blended fibres for superior durability

Available in blue, green and orange

Comes in various sizes

No break-in necessary

Narrow band

Made in Canada

Top-of-the-line features at an affordable price

Technical specifications

SKU MW-SWC12-BL

Pack Qty 12

Size 12 oz

Colour Blue

https://www.m2mfg.com/products/details/60-stepngo-wet-mop-handle-fiberglass-7
https://www.m2mfg.com/products/details/hw-8054f-bl-snap-2-go-mop-handle


Available options

MW-SWC12-BL 12 oz - Blue

MW-SWC16-BL 16 oz - Blue

MW-SWC16-GN 16 oz - Green

MW-SWC16-OR 16 oz - Orange

MW-SWC20-BL 20 oz - Blue

MW-SWC20-GN 20 oz - Green

MW-SWC20-OR 20 oz - Orange

MW-SWC24-BL 24 oz - Blue

MW-SWC24-GN 24 oz - Green

MW-SWC24-OR 24 oz - Orange

MW-SWC28-BL 28 oz - Blue

MW-SWC28-GN 28 oz - Green

MW-SWC28-OR 28 oz - Orange

MW-SWC32-BL 32 oz - Blue

MW-SWC32-OR 32 oz - Orange

MW-SWC32-GN 32 oz - Green
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